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UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL FOR DER 
INTEGRATION, RENEWABLE 

ADOPTION, & RESILIENCE WITH DERMS

Written By Jose Carranza    |    Head of Products and Solutions for PXiSE

GridSME is always searching for ways to embrace and highlight new technologies within the power industry. As one of the industry 
leaders in Distributed Energy Resources Management System (DERMS), PXiSE showcases the benehfits of utilizing DERMS in new 
or existing projects. We look forward to providing further education to aid  the implementation  of this new tecnhology in various 
applications throughout an ever-evolving power grid. 

The Problem

Utilities face multiple challenges while determining a path away from fossil fuel dependence in favor of renewable energy resources. 
The geography of a utility’s territory is often vast; the broader the area, the more difficult it is to maintain high-tension power lines 
and substations within that region. By area alone, local power generation can be critical toward lowering maintenance costs. In 
addition, renewable resources are themselves challenging. Solar/photovoltaic power and wind generation are capable sources of 
energy production, but they are also intermittent in nature. Such unpredictability can give a utility pause toward integrating these 
resources into their grid. Renewables require a utility to consider changing a fundamental aspect of their grid: instead of a one-way 
flow configuration in which a utility distributes energy to their customers from a single source, the grid is restructured to allow for 
dynamic two-way flow, where renewable resources from multiple locations collect energy and deliver it to the grid’s energy storage 
system.

The Solution

To address these challenges, PXiSE Energy Solutions offers utilities new tools to integrate DERs and renewable assets with its 
DERMS. PXiSE’s DERMS is a software platform that monitors and controls distributed energy resources (DER), to improve 
the overall reliability and efficiency of an electric distribution system (i.e., an electric grid). PXiSE DERMS can manage and 
integrate thousands of distributed resources using a simplified group of management, control, and monitoring UIs. These 
controls manage both in front-of-the-meter (IFOM) utility assets and behind-the-meter (BTM) customer solar, energy stor-
age, and EVs. PXiSE DERMS can automate individual and aggregate DERs by way of managing and coordinating settings and 
enacting DER response algorithms in conjunction with a utility’s distribution management system (DMS) requirements. 
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PXiSE DERMS also forecasts DER output based on anticipated weather conditions which could impact energy collection and 
optimizes DMS scheduling based on potential weather volatility (e.g., a cloud cover that would diminish PV collection).

PXiSE is currently deploying this technology in Western Australia with Horizon Power to enable a critical transition toward 
increased renewable energy penetration for its customers. To describe Horizon’s territory as vast is an understatement: 
Western Australia covers some 2.3 million square kilometers, or about 1½ time the size of Alaska. Within this area is a small 
customer base of 47,000 which makes Horizon Power’s case compelling – it is the largest service territory with the fewest 
number of customers in the world. These variables provide significant incentive for Horizon Power to deploy renewables such 
as solar power and wind turbines. With a goal of decreasing generation costs and providing more sustainable electricity to 
its customers, Horizon Power was looking to install solar power and additional storage to supply more of the region’s energy 
demands with renewable sources as well as integrate more customer-sited BTM distributed generation assets.

The coastal town of Onslow (population: 850) is spearheading Horizon Power’s effort. The town’s microgrid serves as a cen-
terpiece for Horizon Power’s long-term plans toward more effective DER management and integration. Horizon Power also 
plans to implement customer solar and storage to realize their goal to increase renewable and distributed energy resources 
to enable a sustainable energy future. PXiSE provides controls for the Onslow microgrid which is integrated into the overall 
PXiSE DERMS solution for Horizon Power.

In August, PXiSE become the first company in the world to develop and certify a server that meets SunSpec’s  strenuous criteria 
to be compliant with the IEEE 2030.5 standard. Formally updated in 2018, IEEE 2030.5 focuses on improving TCP/IP security 
protocols between a system’s application layer and the end users this application layer manages. PXiSE DERMS uses its IEEE 
2030.5-compliant server to distributes commands and schedules to the DERs (the end users in this case), via a strong securi-
ty profile similar to those used in the financial sector. The PXiSE DERMS solution leverages the IEEE 2030.5 server to ensure 
secure management of potentially hundreds of thousands of connected DER assets. The IEEE 2030.5 server creates a robust 
communication link between a grid’s solar and storage devices without silo-managing any individual device within that grid. 

The Conclusion 
To any prospective utility, PXiSE DERMS satisfies several key needs: it is capable of managing a diverse asset portfolio, it enables 
increased hosting capacity for deeper integration of DER and renewables, and it can scale across large networks. In short, DERMS 
can manage a utility’s complex energy portfolio, but also scale that portfolio when the utility may need to meet additional energy 
demands.

The ultimate challenge of the global energy sector is to realize a true shift away from fossil fuel dependence, toward an increased 
reliance on renewables. Utilities need to plan now for their future. In particular, utilities should be planning a transition from a central-
ized grid with one-way power flow, to a dynamic, high-speed grid capable of managing a diverse energy asset portfolio with two-way 
power flow. Understanding how to integrate various DERs onto a modern grid model is key. Utility managers are encouraged to lead 
their companies in unifying discussions to modernize their grids in order to accommodate renewable energy sources.

The PXiSE Energy Solutions team is honored to partner with GridSME to support utilities in microgrid development, DER integration, 
and DERMS. Our team is ready to partner with utilities to help realize their renewable energy, DER, resilience, and grid efficiency 
goals. To learn more about the PXiSE team and their portfolio of available services, please visit us at www.pxise.com.

TAKE A DEEPER DIVE 
INTO DERMS

GridSME’s Introduction into DERMS and ADMS  whitepaper  provides additional 
insight and  knowlegde on how DERMS and ADMS can add value to your projects

DOWNLOAD NOW SCHEDULE A CALL

http://www.pxise.com
https://pages.gridsme.com/hubfs/GridSME%20-%20DERMs%20&%20ADMS%20Whitepaper.pdf
https://pages.gridsme.com/derms-appointment-scheduling-page
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GridSME is a results-focused consulting firm, representing a diverse group of talented electric 
industry experts ready to help guide our clients through the fast-changing landscape of the 
industry.

Our clients make up a very diverse group, ranging from small renewable energy companies to 
large regional utilities and everything in-between—our subject matter experts (SME) provide 
pragmatic solutions on a wide range of operational, technical, and business challenges, leveraging 
industry best-practice knowledge gleaned over the many decades of collective experience 
amassed by our team. While GridSME’s core competencies lie in NERC compliance, cybersecurity, 
electrical engineering, and grid technology, we provide a number of additional grid support 
services to our clients, such as electricity market expertise, operations training, and IT services.

ABOUT
GRIDSME
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POWER YOUR WORLD WITH CONFIDENCE

GRIDSECURITY
We offer a wide range of state-of-the-art 

cyber security solutions for your 
company’s server or power grid.  

NERC & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
We assist all types of registered entities with both 
the Operations and Planning standards, as well as 

the Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 
standards.

ENGINEERING & INTERCONNECTION
Our Engineering & Interconnection team is staffed 

by registered P.E.’s with experience in transmission 
planning, operations engineering, and power/

control systems design.

POWER SYSTEMS SERVICES
We have experience and expertise as project 

managers, technical leads, engineers, architects, 
and more.

EXPLORE MORE WAYS THAT  WE CAN HELP YOU 

REQUEST ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
WWW.GRIDSME.COM       |     (916) 800-4545
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